Background

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on different pulse sequences, a combination of radio-frequency pulses and gradients that are switched on and off according to a specific scheme. The strength, duration, and spacing of these “building blocks” are defined by imaging parameters. This allows the depiction of tissue in various ways, e.g. for the visualization of vessels, fat or edema, and with different spatial and temporal resolution, depending on the concrete clinical question. An imaging protocol allows predefined or customized parameter sets to be saved and retrieved [1].

Standard MR imaging protocols for diagnostic purposes are typically not optimized to meet the requirements of radiation therapy (RT), but can be adjusted for high spatial integrity, isotropic voxels and reduced susceptibility to motion artifacts via the underlying imaging parameters. To do so, however, the user had to be familiar with the complex system of parameters and their mutual interference up to now [2].

RT Dot Engine

With the RT Dot Engine, a comprehensive package became available addressing specifically the requirements of MR imaging for radiation therapy. The imaging protocols it provides have been developed in collaboration with RT departments experienced in using MR, in particular the group of Prof. James Balter (Michigan University, Ann Arbor, USA). Features like automatic axial image reconstruction and ‘one click’ integration of external laser bridges are easily accessible. All protocols in the RT Dot Engine were carefully optimized to improve spatial integrity, e.g. via high bandwidths [2] and automatic 3D distortion correction (Fig. 1). In the “Dot mode”, only a limited set of routine geometry parameters is shown to the user (Fig. 2), while the “Detail mode” provides full access to imaging parameters. The product features different predefined strategies for brain and head & neck imaging and a protocol to perform external Laser QA (Fig. 3). Using this technology, Radiation Oncology staff can perform MR exams in a reliable and reproducible way. Furthermore, pictograms and hints that exemplary show how to plan an exam can be used to guide less MR-experienced users throughout the workflow. More advanced customers can use the dedicated RT Dot AddIns to build their own RT Dot Engines for other body regions. To support this, Siemens has a team of MR application specialists specifically trained for RT.

One click integration of external lasers

After patient preparation and positioning with MR compatible immobilization accessories, an external laser bridge (DORADOnova, LAP, Germany) can be used to exactly define the target position on the patient’s body. In the past, the technologist had to perform this step with the built-in laser crosshair of the MRI system again, a handicap of the workflow and a source of inaccuracy. Now, a Dot AddIn takes care with ‘one click’ (“Laseroffset-Scan”, see Fig. 3) that the position defined with the external laser beam directly goes to the center of the magnet where imaging conditions are optimal. One enabler of this technology is the ±0.5 mm position- ing accuracy of the Tim Table.

Fine structured scanning and spatial integrity

Imaging in the treatment position with thermoplastic masks and other equipment requires the use of flexible surface coils. Two such coils wrapped around the patient’s head form an ‘8-channel head coil’ providing 17% increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to a setup with two loop coils positioned left and right of the skull. Nonetheless, the received SNR is still approximately 25% higher with a dedicated 20-channel head & neck coil.

To address this challenge, the RT Dot Engine allows acquisition of two interleaving datasets with an overlap (‘negative distance factors’) of the neighboring slices. To give an example: 3 mm slice thickness and a negative distance factor of 50% corresponds to an effective interslice distance of only 1.5 mm. This technique of fine structured 2D scanning not only improves the SNR of reconstructed images, it also supports 3D reformatting capabilities (Fig. 4).

3D imaging and automatic axial image reconstruction

A majority of imaging protocols in the RT Dot Engine is based on 3D sequences. 3D images inherently provide superior SNR compared to 2D imaging, allow for isotropic voxel size and can be reformatted in any desired orientation. From the point of MR physics it is sometimes beneficial to acquire these datasets with non-axial slice orientation. For some therapy planning systems, however, axial image orientation is mandatory.
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Scan strategies within the RT Dot Engine for MAGNETOM Skyra [204x48].

Right: Left column (1A) shows uncorrected MR images with distortions due to gradient non-linearity. In the right column (1B), these distortions are automatically corrected with 3D distortion correction.
In the RT Dot Engine an AddIn ensures that axial images are automatically reconstructed in a predefined way which then can be sent to the planning system (Fig. 5). If a user always wants to have 1.5, 3 and 6 mm axial slices, for example, this can be defined via a respective preset.

**B1 rms calculation**

Some radiation therapy scenarios involve the use of special equipment, like dedicated stereotactic head frames to fixate the patient’s skull. For some devices special regulations exist, i.e. to operate these devices with protocols under restricted RF-deposition in order to reduce the risk of heating during imaging. The functionality “B1 rms” (Root mean square of the B1 field) enables easy access to SAR (specific absorption rate) deposition with a specific imaging protocol (Fig. 6). Before starting the actual measurement, the user can verify if certain safety conditions are fulfilled and change imaging parameters if necessary.
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**Imaging Solutions that empower Radiation Therapy**

**Look closer. See further.**

As therapeutic and technological capabilities in RT evolve, so does the need for a partner who combines therapy experience with leading imaging expertise. Siemens Healthcare is that partner: For access to high-quality anatomical and functional imaging information that helps RT professionals to make confident treatment decisions.

Siemens’ advanced imaging tools can help you reach your most important clinical goals: achieve a complete response, reduce the risk of normal tissue toxicity, and improve the chances of disease-free survival for an increasing number of patients.

Siemens solutions can be easily implemented in RT environments and are customized to fit the way RT professionals work—ensuring a smooth and efficient workflow supported by some of the finest imaging tools available.

With tailor-made imaging solutions for RT, Siemens enables you to look closer and see further than ever before, to place you at the forefront of truly individualized therapy.